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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

Satellite imagery shows isolated showers with a few embedded thundershowers associated with a weak upper wave moving over. High 
pressure is keeping winds in the eastern and central Gulf generally out of the E-ENE, with SE’ly winds in the west at generally moderate 
speeds. A cold front will approach the Gulf coast Saturday morning. It is forecast to stall before moving offshore, however, it is expected to 
spread showers and thunderstorms in parts of the northwestern Gulf Saturday into Sunday before high pressure again strengthens and 
pushes it back north as a warm front. Some storms could be strong, producing locally enhanced winds and seas. Model guidance is also 
indicating that winds over the NW Gulf could become fresh to strong ahead of the front Saturday, which could produce areas of near-
rough sea. Seas in other areas should remain moderate.

Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

As high pressure rebuilds over the Gulf Saturday and Sunday, winds will remain light to gentle in the east and should be moderate and 
southeasterly in the west. On Monday, SE winds at moderate speeds will be in most regions.  The high will shift southward as the week 
progresses; conditions should stay fairly benign but winds will veer as the high moves, with W-SW winds in most of the northern Gulf 
developing Tuesday into Wednesday. Seas should improve Sunday as winds decrease, with moderate seas in the west and slight seas in 
the east by Monday.
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